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Wacky Doggy Knits shows you how to create ten unique outfits to indulge your dog's every mood.

Whether their yen is for a cool sailor top, a superhero suit, or a chic designer jacket, this guide offers

the know-how to ensure they get their heart's desire. The patterns are easy to follow, so even if

you've never picked up a pair of needles before, you're sure to get ideal results.Clear, flexible sizing

within each pattern means that whether your best friend is a tiny terrier or a Great Dane, the outfit

will be perfect.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ 10 original outfits, from bellhop uniform to preppy college sweaterÃ¢â‚¬Â¢

A Knitting Basics section with clear, illustrated step-by-step guidanceÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Pattern sizes

adapted to all breedsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Color photos presenting a line-up of adorable furry supermodels
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Alison Jenkins trained in fashion design before turning to a successful career in styling. She has

many craft books to her name including Wacky Baby Knits, The Knitting Directory and Jurassic

Towel Origami. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

No sizes included. These patterns are clearly meant for three different sizes of dogs, as the patterns

have one number outside brackets and two numbers within, but nowhere in this entire book are the



size measurements listed. This is incredibly frustrating. Yes, I can probably go through and divide

the number of sts. and rows in each pattern line by the sts. and rows in the gauge swatch, but why

on earth should I have to do that? Why didn't the author make sure the info was present?Second

issue: the sizing of the garments is inconsistent. There are some that are tight even on the small

dogs, and others that are very loose (80's clubwear scale) on the golden retriever.Third issue: some

designs are cute, others are either badly designed (the striped coat with a fleece collar has its belt

situated between the dog's back legs--might work for a female dog, but not for a guy), or just look

uncomfortable on the dogs in the pictures. I don't understand how the author expects the beret to

stay on the dog's head when there's no chin strap to keep it there (though that's really rhetorical, as

I have never had a dog who would tolerate wearing a hat, so I wouldn't bother knitting one).In short,

the book desperately needs an addendum with the measurements given for each of the three sizes,

and if you're thinking about buying it, you should take a close look at each of the designs to see if

the price is worth it to you.

FANTASTIC MUST HAVE BOOK!!!!!Not only are the sweaters and hats ABSOLUTELY

ADORABLE, the instructions are equally wonderful (which include some photos of how to finish).I

don't understand the previous reviewers comment regarding Halloween costumes as these are sure

to bring smiles any day!

I loved these - I don't know how many I will make, but I will certainly try. They are so much nicer

than the average dog coat pattern.

cute stuff in here

Great product! Fast service!

Completely delightful patterns, some really different ideas.

Not good if you are a beginning knitter. The patterns are adorable.

Some neat patterns for my favorite dog -- especially the one shown on the left and the "Superdog"

pattern.
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